
I hope that you and your family are safe and healthy. As we complete the

eight months of online teaching, I am overwhelmed by the sense of

contentment and gratitude that fills my thoughts. When the world came to

a standstill, we refused to be budged down by the virus. Indeed, the

indomitable spirit of human endeavor is capable of miracles. So, when all

our lives had lost the anchor of routine , it was the scheduled online

classes that gave our children a routine and a purpose too. I am humbled

by the support that I have received from all stakeholders especially,

parents who have stood by us in this unchartered journey.

As generally happens with individuals and institutions that strive to evolve

and better themselves, I am often intrigued by what's next. As soon as the

classes were set to pace and comfort of children, the thought process

was already working towards the next inclusion- morning assemblies,

cultural programmes, online competitions, induction of Prefectorial Board,

Club activities, courses, sessions and workshops. All these constitute an

integral part of Education and cater to crucial Socio Emotional skills,

Communication, Collaboration, Creativity and many such crucial life skills.

We initiated with smaller programmes, Interaction with Parents and as the

possibility and understanding of virtual tools unraveled before us, we

were taken into a boundless world of opportunities. 

As we look ahead, there is hope of the world getting back to what it was

with the advent of vaccines and corrective measure. We await the times

when children will be back in their classrooms where they truly belong,

When we could hear their excited sounds and chatter in the corridor. How

we miss it all! Till we get back to the world we knew and we long for, we

present you with our endeavours so far and hope to take it ahead with

more innovations and more zeal.

Happy reading.

From Principal's Desk
Success is to be measured not so much by the
position that one has reached in life as by the

obstacles which he has overcome

-GEETA GANGWANI
(PRINCIPAL)

Rohini
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Acitivities for Experiential Learning

The participants made videos on story narration of
Mathematics. The activity was an integration of
ICT, Mathematics, and story-telling.

A DAY SPENT WITH MATHS

The participants captured any particular phenomena
of Physics in everyday life. The activity was a blend
of  Physics, ICT and Arts.

STORY OF PHYSICS
IN EVERYDAY LIFE

The participants prepared posters showing the
graphical comparison of pandemic situation in
India and any other two countries of the world
using any software. The activity was an
integration of Mathematics, Statistics and ICT.

DATA DOES NOT LIE

Integration with Performing Arts
The activity was based on the integration of
ICT and Communication skills in which the
participants posed as news readers on a movie
making software depicting current situation of
the world.

NEWS NOW
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The participants sang Sanskrit Shlokas from
‘Neetishatakam’. This was an activity based on
integration of ICT, Sanskrit and Music.

SHLOK SINGING

The participants prepared a video on a motivational
anthem/ song on fight against Corona along with
suitable illustrations. The activity was an
amalgamation of Performing Arts, Language and
ICT.

CORONA CANTICLE

The participants designed labels of different eco-
friendly products using the available softwares. The
activity blended Commerce, Arts and ICT.

LABEL DESIGNING

COMIC STRIP IN SANSKRIT
The participants designed comic strips on
Ekvinshee Shataabdee or Prayaasrato Hi
Vijeshyate, blending the skills of Sanskrit, Arts
and ICT.

TWINNING THE TALE
The participants wrote illustrated stories of 100
words on any of the three topics given i.e.
Empowered Women/ Finding My IKIGAI/
Romancing The Virus using an appropriate
software. The activity was an integration of
English, Arts and ICT.



CALENDAR MACHEN
The participants designed a calendar on festivals
celebrated in Germany using Microsoft Publisher
Software. This activity was a blend of ICT, Arts,
German Language and Mathematics.

THE WARRIOR ETHOS
The participants enacted the lives of social
warriors. This activity was a blend of Theatre,
Value Education and ICT.

Activities that Instill Life skills and
values, Respect for culture 
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The participants made a home museum of any
historical era by collecting old items available at
home and displayed them. The activity was an
integration of Social Science, Aesthetic Values
and Arts.

EXPLORING HISTORY
AT HOME

The participants prepared E-Travelogues
on lesser known tourist places of India
using an appropriate software. The event
was an integration of ICT, English and
Geography.

TRAVELERY



The participants prepared videos on pandemic situation
of a particular country with emphasis on its social,
political, and ecological impact. The skills involved were
knowledge of Social Science, Science, ICT and Language.

SHOCKS OR STIMULATIONS
OF THE PANDEMIC

Activities with Interdisciplinary
Approach
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Activities with Emphasis on STEAM

CREER UN BLOG
The participants made posters on the given
themes related to culture of India.  The activity
was an integration of arts, ICT, French Language
and Social Science.

RECKONING ECO QUIDITTY
The participants made PPTs and graphs on a particular
ecosystem exploring its various facets and effects of
climate change on that particular ecosystem. This
activity was a blend of ICT, Environmental Science
and Mathematics 

The participants made animated movies on
Covid-19 virus’ biochemical aspects using
various software. The activity was a blend
of ICT and Biology.

SCIENCE LAND



Activities with Sporting Zeal

The participants made PPTs and podcasts
on interview of any sports personality. The
activity integrated Sports, Media, ICT and
Language.

SPORTSCAST

TURPHOGRAPHIA
The participants prepared PPTs/Word
Documents/Animated Displays on layout on
any team sport. The activity was a blend of
Sports Education, Arts and ICT.

The participants made 3-D Designs of
objects, with functioning moving parts on
Tinkercad. The activity was based on
STEAM.

MASTERS OF TINKERCARD



Teacher's Day was celebrated on 4th September, 2020 in the school campus and

the program was live streamed on school's official YouTube channel. With limited

number of guests and social distancing at place, the program felicitated the

teachers who completed 25 years of service with school.

TEACHER'S DAY 

The cultural programme began with Lamp Lighting. It was followed by musical

presentations by the staff members. 

CULTURAL PROGRAMME
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AWARDS AND FELICITATIONS 
The members who were felicitated are Ms. Sunanda Vashisht, (PRT Hindi), Ms.

Poonam Malhotra (PRT Social Science) Ms. Kiran Adya, ( PRT, Social Science) Ms.

Manisha Mathur (PRT Maths), Mr. Bikram Verma (TGT Physical Education) and Ms.

Jyotsna Sharma, (Secretary to Principal) for 25 years of service to the school. Ms.

Sapna Makan, (TGT Maths) was felicitated by School Management and the PTA,

BBPS Rohini for having won State Award, 2019 and CBSE Teachers Award 2018-19.

The felicitations and the gifts given to teachers were sponsored by PTA, BBPS,

Rohini.



Virtual Assembly for 
Teachers Day



The online Investiture Ceremony 2020 was organized on 26
September 2020. The Chief Guest on the occasion Ms.
Tapasya Raghav,  Secretary Power, Urban Development of UT
DNH, IAS 2013 batch, an alumnus of BBPS, Rohini (2005). The
program began with a prayer and lighting of the Ceremonial
Lamp digitally.

INVESTITURE CEREMONY 
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Adjournment of the previous
Prefectorial Board

It was followed by the Adjournment of the previous Prefectorial
Board 2019-20. The Presidents of the previous Board, Bhavya
Bhatia, Sabhya Gupta and Garima Shrivastava, Class XII,
shared their experiences and initiatives with the audience. A
motivational poem was narrated by Hiya Trehan Class IX, which
outlined perseverance as the key quality to success. The newly
elected Prefectorial Board was introduced to the audience
through a PPT.

Inaugural Ceremony



Induction of the New Prefectorial Board
The newly elected Presidents, Purushottama Chhabra and
Aayush Vadhera addressed the gathering and promised to take
the flag ahead and higher. Thereafter, all the prefects took the
Oath to abide by the rules and uphold the vision and mission of
the school. The Chief Guest, Ms. Raghav addressed the
audience and spoke about her journey to the present position of
power in governance. She also talked about her discovering
herself and the slight gender biases that she has to face in the
world outside the home.



The Principal, Ms. Geeta Gangwani presented the Vote of
Thanks to all involved, congratulated the outgoing Board,
shared the detailed process of selection and also, advised the
presently elected Board to pick up their duties in the changing
world of the pandemic with diligence. She advised the Board to
initiate a campaign on Gender Dialogue among the school
students.

Ending With A Zealous Note


